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ABSTRACT
Efficient (in the sense of computationally efficient as well as
efficient from a distribution technology perspective) format-
compliant transparent encryption schemes for JPEG2000
are investigated. While the traditional approach of encrypt-
ing enhancement layers suffers from high computational en-
cryption demand and drawbacks in distribution, the pro-
posed window encryption approach can reduce computa-
tional cost and allows a controlled adaptation of the required
security for many application scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.2 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Com-
pression (Coding)

; E.3 [Data]: Data Encryption

General Terms
Security

Keywords
JPEG2000, transparent encryption, format-compliant en-
cryption

1. INTRODUCTION
Encryption schemes for multimedia data need to be specif-

ically designed to protect multimedia content and fulfill the
application requirements for a particular multimedia envi-
ronment [23].

For example, real-time encryption of visual data using
classical ciphers requires heavy computation due to the large
amounts of data involved, but many multimedia applications
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require security on a much lower level (e.g., TV news broad-
casting [15]). In this context, several selective or partial
encryption schemes have been proposed recently which do
not strive for maximum security, but trade off security for
computational complexity by restricting the encryption to
the perceptually most relevant parts of the data.

However, encryption may have an entirely different aim as
opposed to pure confidentiality in the context of multimedia
applications. Macq and Quisquater [14, 15] introduce the
term “transparent encryption” mainly in the context of dig-
ital TV broadcasting (also called “perceptual encryption”
predominantly in the area of audio encryption): a broad-
caster of pay TV does not always intend to prevent unau-
thorized viewers from receiving and watching their program,
but rather intends to promote a contract with nonpaying
watchers. Therefore, there are two major requirements that
have to be met concurrently:

• Hiding a specific amount of image information (secu-
rity requirement).

• Showing a specific amount of image information (qual-
ity requirement).

While the first requirement is a generalization of the con-
fidentiality encryption approach – the condition of full en-
cryption of all image information is extended to a “specific
amount” – , the second requirement, namely to explicitly
demand a certain image quality, is completely different from
scenarios where confidentiality or privacy are the primary
aims.

These requirements can be facilitated by providing a low
quality version of the broadcast program for everyone, only
legitimate (paying) users get access to the full quality vi-
sual data. This is also what is meant by the term “try and
buy” scenario. Also in image databases, the availability of a
thumbnail is of advantage as an incentive for buying the full-
quality version. The same is of course true for online video
databases. Therefore, privacy is not the primary concern in
such an environment. The simplest approach to achieve this
would be to distribute both versions: a low quality version
to all potential viewers, and a high quality version only to
paying viewers. However, this is mostly not desired due to
the excessive demand of storage and bandwidth. Further-
more, the full encryption of the entire high quality version
imposes a huge computational effort.

Similarly, for video surveillance it is sometimes desirable
to show the video feed in order to discourage theft. How-
ever, privacy should be protected. A possible solution is
to only show the poor quality as a deterrent. If an incident



occurs, then the full quality version can be accessed by secu-
rity personnel. Also, storage of both low quality (for locating
the video portion of interest) and high quality versions (for
identification purposes) is undesired due to excessive storage
demand.

The integration of multimedia encryption into standard-
ized multimedia formats (such as JPEG2000) in a format-
compliant way has the great benefit that no additional de-
ployment measures have to be taken. Format-compliant en-
cryption guarantees that the encrypted multimedia file still
complies with the format specifications, therefore most op-
erations that can be conducted on the JPEG2000 stream
can be transparently conducted on the encrypted stream.
Consequently, these approaches can be easily integrated into
media distribution techniques. Several format-compliant ap-
proaches have already been proposed in literature. Also the
JPSEC standard offers and defines a JPEG2000-compliant
encryption approach. Concerning the application scenario
of a TV broadcaster, the property of format-compliance
preservation is beneficial as the entire distribution chain can
remain unchanged and the potential customers obtain the
promotional low quality versions in exactly the same way as
their usual TV streams. By analogy, this also applies to the
database and video surveillance scenario.

Scalability of the media format is necessary for the com-
putationally efficient integration of transparent encryption.
Commonly, transparent encryption is achieved in this en-
vironment by simply encrypting the enhancement layer(s).
This has been proposed by [13, 12] using a scalable video
codec based on a spatial resolution pyramid, by [3, 4] using
an SNR scalable MPEG-2 encoder/decoder, and by [19] for
the progressive JPEG variants [7]. Yuan et al. [26] propose
to use MPEG-4 FGS for transparent encryption.

For JPEG2000 the concept of transparent encryption is
often introduced as an application scenario for conditional
access and access control. E.g., in [9, 5, 6, 25, 10, 2, 8, 2]
it is proposed to employ conditional access (access control)
to protect either the higher resolutions or the higher qual-
ity layers of a JPEG2000 image. Commonly it is assumed
that the unencrypted parts can be employed to reconstruct
a low quality version of the encrypted content. Thereby
it is assumed that customers (more specifically, their de-
coder) know which parts of the encrypted file contain the
unencrypted parts. This assumption is, however, not con-
sistent with the goal that no additional deployment mea-
sures should have to be taken. In fact most decoders will
only be able to decode the format-compliant stream, but do
not offer any advanced codestream consumption configura-
bility. Hence the direct reconstruction of the image from
the format-compliant stream has a severely reduced quality
compared to the embedded public version (see Figure 1).

Anyhow, for more sophisticated (“informed”) decoders the
codestream consumption policy needs to be communicated
(JPSEC or MPEG21 may be suitable for this purpose). For
our investigations it is only of interest that a standard-
compliant decoder does not have the information of how
to consume the encrypted stream, while an informed de-
coder gets this information in a well-defined way. In the
case of JPEG2000 we will propose a method of integrating
this consumption information in a JPEG2000-compliant way
by exploiting JPEG2000 built-in error concealment methods
(concealed encryption), such that we further distinguish
between JPEG2000 decoders capable of error concealment

(a) Direct reconstruction (PSNR
11.88 dB, ESS 0.26)

(b) Public version (PSNR 25.36
dB, ESS 0.57)

Figure 1: Direct reconstruction compared to the em-
bedded public version

and those incapable of error concealment. The capabilities
of the decoder have a significant influence on the quality of
the reconstructed public version.

The traditional approach to implement transparent en-
cryption on top of a scalable format is to encrypt the en-
hancement layers. For JPEG2000 the traditional approach
is discussed in [22], but due to incorrect error concealment
in the JJ2000 software, the presented empirical results are
updated in this paper.

A drawback of the traditional JPEG2000 transparent en-
cryption approach is that a high percentage of the data has
to be encrypted (even more than proposed in [22], as the new
experimental results show). Hence approaches that reduce
the computational effort of encryption are strongly needed.
Since the last quality layers do not contribute much to the
image quality, it may be more reasonable not to start en-
crypting at the end of the data (as suggested by [22]), but
at a specific point in the bitstream and encrypt a portion of
the bitstream according to the required image quality. This
has been demonstrated in the context of progressive JPEG
in previous work [20].

In this work we propose and analyze specific JPEG2000
transparent encryption schemes denoted as window en-
cryption approach since only a fraction of the file – the
window –, which may be positioned at an arbitrary posi-
tion in the bitstream depending on target quality, is en-
crypted. We compare these techniques with the traditional
transparent encryption approach (which basically encrypts
the entire enhancement layer information [22]) in terms
of computational (encryption) demand, security, and suit-
ability for different decoder capabilities, namely for sim-
ple JPEG2000 decoders (no error concealment), for error-
concealing JPEG2000 decoders and for informed decoders.

The investigated transparent JPEG2000 schemes all em-
ploy format-compliant JPEG2000 encryption techniques and
therefore JPEG2000 and JPEG2000 format-compliant en-
cryption are shortly discussed in Section 2. In Section 3
the two different approaches for transparent encryption of
JPEG2000 are presented with a focus on the deployment.
Security aspects are discussed in Section 4. The computa-
tional complexity of the presented approaches is analyzed in
Section 5. In Section 6 experimental results covering both
transparent encryption approaches for different decoder ca-
pabilities are presented.



2. FORMAT-COMPLIANT ENCRYPTION
OF JPEG2000

JPEG2000 employs a wavelet transform. The coefficients
are quantized and encoded using the EBCOT scheme, which
renders distortion scalability possible. Thereby the coeffi-
cients are grouped into codeblocks and these are encoded
bitplane by bitplane, each with three coding passes (sig-
nificance propagation pass, magnitude refinement pass and
clean-up pass) except the first non-zero bitplane which only
employs the clean-up pass. The passes are entropy-coded
with the multiplication-free arithmetic MQ-coder. Each of
these coding passes may contribute to a certain quality layer.

A packet body contains CCPs (codeblock contribution to
packet) of codeblocks of a certain resolution, quality layer
and precinct (a spatial inter-subband partitioning struc-
ture that contains one to several codeblocks) [21]. In the
packet header the corresponding meta data is stored, e.g.,
the length of the CCPs and the leading zero bitplanes of a
codeblock.

Format-compliant encryption schemes for JPEG2000 tar-
get the packet bodies, consisting of arithmetically coded
codeblock data (CCPs). The CCPs and the packet body
must not contain any two byte sequence in excess of 0xff8f
(delimiting markers) nor end with 0xff. However, the last
requirement solely avoids delimiting markers at CCP bor-
ders and is therefore of minor importance for codestream
compliance. If an encryption method applied to the packet
bodies complies with these requirements, the resulting en-
crypted JPEG2000 file is format-compliant and thus can
be consumed by every standard-compliant decoder. Hence
encryption schemes that avoid the generation of delimiting
markers have to be employed [24, 11, 5].

An encryption method that avoids the generation of
marker codes is the following: AES in Counter mode is em-
ployed to generate a random key stream. The 0xff bytes
are deleted from the key stream. The key stream bytes are
then added modulo 0xff to packet body bytes not preceded
by or equal to a 0xff byte. Obviously this method does
not generate new 0xff bytes (due to the addition modulo
0xff), and all two byte sequences starting with a 0xff byte
are preserved (these are not in excess of 0xff8f due to the
codestream syntax). This method is similar to the one pre-
sented in [24].

It can be applied to any fraction of packet body data (the
packet body byte before the first encrypted byte has to be
taken into account, i.e. has to be checked to be a 0xff byte).
In general the affected CCP (one to more coding passes) will
be irrecoverable for the decoder.

3. TRANSPARENT ENCRYPTION
In this work two basic transparent encryption approaches

for JPEG2000 are considered. However, their suitability for
transparent encryption purposes is also significantly influ-
enced by the capabilities of the decoder, which has a major
influence on the quality of the derived low quality version.

3.1 Traditional Approach
The traditional approach to implement transparent en-

cryption on-top of a scalable bitstream is to encrypt all the
enhancement layers. In the case of JPEG2000 this approach
is straightforward: in the compressed JPEG2000 file the po-
sition at which the desired low quality is achieved is deter-

mined and all the successive packet body data in the file
(enhancement layers) are encrypted. The appropriate posi-
tion from which to start encryption can be determined by
supplying a decoder adaptively with compressed data until
the desired low quality is achieved. Starting from this posi-
tion, the packet body data is format-compliantly encrypted,
e.g., as sketched in section 2.

In [22] it is shown that most of the JPEG2000 file has to
be encrypted in order to obtain a suitably low quality ver-
sion. In section 6 we will show that the gap in image quality
between a direct reconstruction (customer) and a possible
attack is too large and thus the direct reconstruction of a
sufficiently secured image is not suitable as it is simply too
noisy (if no precautions are taken, e.g., concealed encryption
as discussed in section 3.4).

3.2 Window Encryption Approach
The window encryption approach is an umbrella term for

all schemes that format-compliantly encrypt only a fraction
of the packet body data (encryption window) at a certain po-
sition in the file. The main advantage is the reduced encryp-
tion effort, the disadvantage is a possibly decreased security
(cf. to section 4). In this paper we focus on the influence on
the quality of the reconstruction of the low quality version.

In section 6 optimal settings for the position and the en-
cryption amount are evaluated for the different decoder ca-
pabilities.

3.3 Decoder Capabilities
For the application scenarios of transparent encryption it

is essential that the public low quality version is not only
accessible, but that it is accessible in a convenient way, such
that neither additional software nor special hardware are
necessary. Therefore we investigate the influence of differ-
ent decoders on the application of transparent encryption.
The most conservative assumption is a decoder which can
barely decode format-compliant data (this can be consid-
ered the real-world case, not just considering JPEG2000).
A more optimistic assumption is a decoder which already
implements format-specific error concealment. In the case
of JPEG2000 this is currently an over-optimistic assumption
(cf. section 3.4); however, in the case of more wide-spread
adoption of the standard, the situation is likely to change.
The error concealment capability can be exploited to mini-
mize the gap between the reconstruction of the decoder (of
the customer) and a possible attack (cf. section 3.4). The
most optimistic assumption is a decoder that can use side-
channel information to perfectly extract the low quality ver-
sion. Apart from proprietary solutions, standardized tools
like JPSEC and MPEG21 may be employed.
Simple Decoder
A simple decoder can only decode the JPEG2000 file with-
out taking advantage of error concealment information.
Concealing Decoder
A concealing decoder is capable of applying error conceal-
ment if it detects errors in the JPEG2000 codestream.
Informed Decoder
An informed decoder is capable of extracting the public low
quality version with the best possible quality.

The quality of the embedded low quality version is in gen-
eral not the quality a possible customer can retrieve from a
transparently encrypted JPEG2000 file, since the encrypted
parts introduce severe noise into the decoded image.



3.4 Concealed Encryption and Fully
Concealed Encryption

In [17] and [22] JPEG2000 error concealment (segmen-
tation symbol) is employed to mimic attacks on partial
JPEG2000 encryption. It is a clever way to mimic a sophis-
ticated attack, but it can also be employed to minimize the
gap between an attack and the reconstruction available to
the customer. Thereby the segmentation symbol 0xa (more
precisely, the four bits 1001) is encoded in uniform context
at the end of a codeblock’s bitplane’s last coding pass. The
encrypted parts in general will not produce a 0xa at the end
of bitplane.

We propose to employ the JPEG2000 error concealment
such that a concealing decoder is capable of identifying the
encrypted parts. A drawback of this solution is that the
detection of an encrypted fraction only works with a prob-
ability of 15/16, because encryption randomly generates a
1001 sequence at the end of a coding pass in 1 out of 16 cases.
Therefore some noisy encrypted parts cannot be detected. In
order to improve the detection rate, predictive termination
of each coding pass can be additionally employed. Thereby
error concealment information is deducible for every cod-
ing pass. According to the JJ2000 documentation, 3.5 bits
of error concealment information are left on the spare least
significant bits of each coding pass.

Both methods can be used together to increase the detec-
tion rate, but some encrypted parts may still not be detected
and introduce noise. The results in Section 6 provide em-
pirical background to assess the different error concealment
strategies (for transparent encryption).

But a coder (the TV broadcaster/content provider/...)
can do better: he can encrypt the bitplane data such that
correct error concealment information (namely the segmen-
tation symbol and/or the appropriate decoder state for
predictive termination) is no longer generated (fully con-
cealed encryption), thereby enabling the decoder to de-
tect every encrypted fraction. The algorithm for fully con-
cealed encryption is:

key = getRandomKey();

encryptedJ2KFile = encrypt( J2KFile, key);

while !areAllErrorsDetectable(encryptedJ2KFile)

key = getRandomKey();

encryptedJ2KFile = encrypt( J2KFile, key);

Note that only the first coding pass to be encrypted or the
corresponding bitplane of a codeblock have to be correctly
identified in the function areAllErrorsDetectable. Whether
the first coding pass to be encrypted or the corresponding
bitplane has to be detected depends on the actual error con-
cealment strategy of the decoder, more precisely, if the co-
efficient values are reset to the state prior to error detection
on a coding pass basis or on a bitplane basis. In section 6
we apply a decoder which conceals on a coding pass basis
in order to show the highest image quality contained in the
encrypted JPEG2000 codestream.

The average computational complexity of this algorithm
for fully concealed encryption is analyzed in Section 5. How-
ever, this algorithm’s computational complexity has no abso-
lute limit (for individual cases) and therefore we additionally

Figure 2: Affected wavelet coefficients for the win-
dow encryption approach with layer progression (1%
encrypted starting at 2%)

discuss an algorithm that offers a clearly defined computa-
tional complexity for all cases but may deliver a suboptimal
solution.

In this context it is also notable that the reference
JPEG2000 software JJ2000, which is the only one to of-
fer this feature (concerning jasper and JJ2000), has a mi-
nor bug in the actual error concealment function (In the
jj2000.j2k.entropy.decoder.StdEntropyDecoder in line 2475
(4.1 unix release) it should be“resetmask = (-1)<<(bp+1);”
instead of “resetmask = (-1)<<(bp);”), which renders the er-
ror concealment mostly useless as the erroneous bitplane is
written and then the decoding of the codeblock is stopped.

If the segmentation symbol and predictive termina-
tion are employed together another little bug has to be
fixed: In the cleanup pass code of the JJ2000 decoder (in
the jj2000.j2k.entropy.decoder.StdEntropyDecoder in line
2439 (4.1 unix release)) it should be “error = error ‖
mq.checkPredTerm();”, because otherwise a correct termi-
nation overrides a previously detected error in the segmen-
tation symbol decoding.

The actual process of concealing detected errors is not
standardized, only the detection mechanism is. A straight-
forward approach is to set the coefficient value to the prior
state (before the error) and set the next bit (of the next
bitplane to decode) to one, which minimizes the error in av-
erage for a uniform distribution of the remaining (encrypted)
coefficient bits. If a decoder resets the coefficient values on
a coding pass basis, the computational complexity of decod-
ing (more copies) is higher, but the reconstructed image is
of higher quality. In our experiments in Section 6 we reset
the coefficient values on a coding pass basis.

4. SECURITY
The evaluation of the security of partial / selective en-

cryption schemes for visual data – both the traditional and
the window encryption transparent encryption approach fall
into that category – differs from the classical analysis of ci-
phers as pointed out in [18]. Instead of the full recovery of
the plaintext, the reduction of distortion (it is assumed in
[18] that a low quality version is publicly available through
a side-channel) is the main objective.

The assumption of a publicly available low quality ver-



Figure 3: Affected wavelet coefficients for the win-
dow encryption approach with layer progression (5%
encrypted starting at 3%)

sion – which is a central part of the model for cryptanalysis
for selective encryption of [18], but is very strong and may
not be suitable for all application scenarios of selective en-
cryption – holds in the case of transparent encryption. A
low quality version is always accessible and the main secu-
rity issue is to prevent an attacker from deriving a better
image quality than the intended publicly available version.
Thereby all information contained in the unencrypted parts
may be used to increase the image quality.

For transparent encryption of JPEG2000 this means that
it is not the actual plaintext coefficient value a possible at-
tacker tries to find, but any appropriate value that reduces
the distortion of the encrypted value. Therefore she has to
determine the coefficients which have been encrypted. Fur-
thermore she might even succeed in identifying the fraction
of the coefficient bitplane data that has been encrypted (cod-
ing passes of a certain bitplane). In our security analysis the
attacker is assumed to be capable of identifying all encrypted
parts even on a coding pass basis. In fact statistical anal-
ysis of the coefficient bitplane data may enable an attacker
to detect the encrypted parts at least on a bitplane basis.
Thus the usage of error concealment to facilitate the identi-
fication of the encrypted parts does not impose a weakening
of the security of our scheme against a serious attacker. See
Figures 2 and 3 for visual examples of the actually affected
coefficient data if the window encryption approach is applied
with different settings for the Lena image. In the case of the
traditional approach all higher frequency subbands are en-
crypted as well. Having identified the encrypted parts of the
coefficients, an attacker may replace the missing coefficient
information, e.g., by exploiting inter subband dependencies
or general statistical properties of the missing wavelet coef-
ficients. However, these kind of attacks can be prevented by
applying window encryption with a higher encryption per-
centage. Figure 3 reveals that the encryption of only 5%
affects even one of the highest frequency subbands. Simple
prediction schemes (e.g., linear interpolation) for the missing
data did not improve the image quality.

The strengthening of the security of the window encryp-
tion scheme by increasing the encryption percentage is op-
posed to the demand of a computationally simple scheme.
In Section 5 the issue is discussed in greater detail.

The reduction of key space for fully concealed encryption
has to be taken care of by slightly increasing the length of
the encryption key (a few bits will be sufficient for most
cases).

4.1 Traditional Approach
All the packet body data (most of the file, over 90% in

general) after the low quality version is encrypted. Thus the
information available to an attacker is the low quality part
and the packet header data of all packets. If the encrypted
parts are not explicitly specified, an attacker has to find
unencrypted parts. Therefore she can truncate the code-
stream in the decoder (JJ2000 options: -parsing off -nbytes)
and apply some criteria to detect a decrease in image quality
(e.g., smoothness). This attack will be denoted truncation
attack. However, after a successful truncation attack the
enhancement of image quality with the remaining plaintext
information is not promising. Apart from the leading zero
bitplanes of a codeblock the packet headers do not contain
directly image content related information. However, it is
common to use the biggest codeblock size available (64x64)
in order to boost compression performance and thus this
information is in general negligible.

4.2 Window Encryption Approach
The situation is quite different for the window encryption

approach, where only a small fraction of the file is encrypted.
This fraction of the file represents compressed bitplane in-
formation of wavelet coefficients. The affected coefficients
can be identified and estimated via inter subband redun-
dancy. This estimation will be different for each subband
(e.g., it differs for the LL and HH subbands). However, ex-
periments have shown that simple estimates are likely to
introduce artefacts in the reverse wavelet transform and it
is generally a good choice to set the affected coefficients to
their prior value (the value before the encrypted fraction,
i.e., an encrypted coding pass in a CCP).

Another possible security issue is that when a coding pass
is encrypted it is commonly assumed that the successive
coding passes are destroyed. In [8] a thorough discussion of
arithmetic coding and security is conducted, in which the
poor resynchronization properties of arithmetic coding are
pointed out, which backs up this assumption.

Nevertheless the window encryption approach is poten-
tially more susceptible to further security issues compared
to the traditional approach. The actual security does, how-
ever, greatly depend on the encryption amount and position.

Since an attacker is likely to identify the encrypted parts
anyway, the explicit signaling either through error conceal-
ment information (concealed encryption) or other means (in-
formed decoder) is no security threat. In our investigations
we consider the fully concealed encryption the best quality
that can be derived from the encrypted JPEG2000 file (with
the window encryption approach).

In [16] a security measure for visual data is introduced
which separates evaluation of luminance and edge informa-
tion into a luminance similarity score (LSS) and an edge
similarity score (ESS). ESS ranges, with increasing similar-
ity, between 0 and 1. We use the weights and blocksizes pro-
posed by [16] in combination with Sobel edge detection. The
distortion introduced by transparent JPEG2000 encryption
is measured rather appropriately with the PSNR and hence
ESS is only additionally given for the visual examples.



5. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
If fully concealed encryption is not applied, the computa-

tional complexity of the encryption schemes compared to the
compression pipeline is very low. In [23] an in-depth analy-
sis can be found for JPEG2000 and AES and it is concluded
that in an“online-scenario”(compression is part of the appli-
cation scenario) the runtime benefits of selective encryption
are marginal (below 1%). For “offline-scenarios”, e.g., video
on demand, where compression is done offline, performance
benefits can be achieved. In general, format-compliant en-
cryption of JPEG2000 is computationally more demanding
than AES encryption, as the structure of the JPEG2000
codestream needs to be preserved. The employment of SOP
and EPH markers reduces the cost of the identification of the
packet body data in the JPEG2000 codestream and there-
fore the overhead of format-compliant encryption with this
approach is small. Thus if compression takes place, the win-
dow encryption approach will not significantly improve the
performance of the overall compression/encryption system
compared to the traditional approach, as encryption makes
up only a small fraction of the overall complexity.

However, if fully concealed encryption is applied, window
encryption can lower the computational complexity for both
offline- and online-scenarios. In order to assess whether the
encrypted coding passes or bitplanes are identified, major
parts of the decompression pipeline have to be executed. In
a simple implementation the entire decompression pipeline
has to be conducted, but at least the arithmetic decoding
of the encrypted parts always has to be executed in order
to test whether the error concealment information has been
accidentally generated. Hence every evaluation of a certain
key is computationally expensive. Thus it necessary to de-
termine the average number of iterations (evaluations of a
certain key) that is needed until a correct key is found. The
average number of iterations depends on the probability of
all relevant errors being detected in an encrypted JPEG2000
file. If concealment is conducted on a coding pass basis,
it has to be taken into account which coding pass (signif-
icance propagation, magnitude refinement or cleanup) of a
codeblock is encrypted first. According to JJ2000 documen-
tation, predictive termination embeds in average 3.5 bit of
error concealment information for every coding pass. Ad-
ditionally, the segmentation symbol independently offers 4
bit of error concealment information. The application of
both strategies protects the data of the first bitplane (only
cleanup pass) with approximately 7.5 bit. In our experi-
ments, for which we employed a test set of 50 images each
coded with 40 codeblocks, a slightly smaller value of 7.09 bit
has been evaluated (or in other words, every 137 encrypted
first bitplane’s cleanup pass has not been detected). Every
bitplane apart from the first is protected with approximately
14.5 bit (3 x 3.5 bit + 4 bit). Every cleanup pass contains on
average 7.5 bit of error concealment information, while mag-
nitude refinement and significance propagation pass contain
on average 3.5 bit of error concealment information. For the
further analysis we assume that the first encrypted fraction
of a codeblock is detected in one of 27 cases, which is cer-
tainly met for concealment on a bitplane basis. Furthermore
the first bitplane’s cleanup pass is the most important one,
as most of the codeblock data is encrypted from the start
and thus the successive coding pass data is useless. Not de-
tecting the first bitplane’s cleanup pass introduces the most
noise, hence the assumption that the first encrypted fraction

of a codeblock is not detected in one out of 27 cases, though
not totally precise, is appropriate for the further analysis.
Depending on n, the number of encrypted codeblocks of a
JPEG2000 image, the probability that all fractions which
have been encrypted first are detected, can be estimated
with pn, where an appropriate value for p = 1 − 2−7. E.g.,
69 codeblocks are encrypted (as for a 512x512 image with
wavelet decomposition level 5 and the traditional approach,
i.e., all codeblocks but the codeblock of the lowest frequency
subband are affected) the probability that all first fractions
to be encrypted are detected is about 0.582. If high resolu-
tion and multi component images are encrypted, this prob-
ability decreases significantly. Window encryption reduces
the computational complexity as n, the number of encrypted
codeblocks, is kept minimal. E.g., only 13 codeblocks have
to be taken into account with the window encryption ap-
proach with 1% encrypted at 2% in the codestream (cf. to
Figure 2), and the corresponding probability that all en-
crypted data is detected is 0.903. For high resolution and
multi component images the resulting reduction of complex-
ity due to a reduced number of necessary iterations is even
more significant. For a 2048x1024 image, the probability for
29 codeblocks is 0.018, while window encryption (approxi-
mately 29/6 codeblocks) increases the probability to 0.512.
A drawback of the presented algorithm for fully concealed
encryption is that the number of iterations is random and
only its probability (and thus the expected average number
of iterations) can be given. This is, however, unsatisfactory
and insufficient for many application scenarios that require
a constant processing time. For these application scenar-
ios an algorithm with a constant time demand is needed.
The following algorithm trades off the optimal solution (full
identification of the encrypted parts) for a constant runtime.

For k different encryption keys the encryption and the
decompression is conducted and the key with the highest
PSNR rating of the corresponding encrypted image is se-
lected. For a sufficiently large number k this is equal to the
fully concealed encryption. The probability of finding the
correct solution for k different keys can be given explicitly
by 1− (1− pn)k, where n is the number of encrypted code-
blocks. Again we see that the window encryption approach
reduces computational complexity as it reduces the num-
ber of different encryption keys to test for a given desired
probability of detecting all errors. If the correct solution is
not found, the algorithm is likely to find a solution that is
very close to the optimal solution in terms of image quality
(PSNR). For 69 codeblocks the test of 5 different keys will
give the correct solution with a probability of 0.987, while
the corresponding window encryption (13 codeblocks) has a
probability of 0.999991 to find the correct solution. For 29

codeblocks the correct solution is found with a probability
of 0.087, while the corresponding window encryption (29/6
codeblocks) has a probability of 0.972.

To sum up, window encryption can significantly improve
the runtime performance of fully concealed encryption. For
the application scenario of transparent encryption the sec-
ond algorithm is better suited as a reasonably high image
quality of the encrypted image is very likely and the com-
putational complexity is exactly defined and can even be
adjusted to the desired level. Trying a few different keys
(depending on the number of codeblocks to encrypt) will in
general avoid most of the low quality exceptions that con-
cealed encryption is likely to produce.



6. RESULTS
In this section we will present results covering both the

traditional and the window encryption approach. The actual
application of both approaches requires selecting appropri-
ate parameters; the traditional approach requires selecting
a position in the file from that on the packet body data
is encrypted, while the window encryption approach needs
the specification of two parameters the encryption window
size and the position from which to start encryption. The
experimental results shall help to identify the appropriate
parameter settings for the specific application scenario.

For the specific application scenario, the decoder capa-
bilities and the applied error concealment strategy have an
essential influence. An in-depth analysis for the different
decoder capabilities as outlined in section 3.3 is conducted
and it is evaluated to which degree and with which specific
parameters the two basic approaches are applicable. Visual
examples for suggested parameter values are given and the
security aspect for those parameter settings are discussed.

Since both approaches require the specification of the ac-
tual start of encryption (which is given in percent with re-
spect to the absolute JPEG2000 compressed file size), the
compression parameter with predominant influence on the
actual choice of this parameter is the progression order.
Thus we present results of the two major progression types,
namely resolution and layer progression.

The results were obtained using the software JJ2000 and
custom software to encrypt the JPEG2000 files and to per-
form fully concealed encryption. Apart from evaluations
on numerous single images, such as the Lena, Cameraman,
Goldhill, Barbara, frames from the Akiyo sequence, frames
from the Mobile sequence, ... , an averaged evaluation was
conducted on a set of 50 representative images (a compi-
lation of sub-sampled versions (512x288) from the publicly
available VQEG test sequences1). The progression order
has been subject of investigation (set either to layer or res-
olution progression), as well as different error concealment
options (either the segmentation symbol, labeled “seg” in
the plots, predictive termination, labeled “pterm” or both
strategies have been employed). In some plots the results
for the segmentation symbol have not been plotted for the
sake of clarity, but the results are always better than the
predictive termination and worse than both strategies to-
gether. In Figures 6, 7, 13, and 17 the results for both error
concealment strategies (predictive termination and conceal-
ment symbol) and the buggy concealment are plotted. The
employment of the segmentation symbol is better suited for
the concealment of transparent encryption. The reason is
that most of the encrypted fractions start at the first coding
pass of codeblock, which is protected by 4 bits in case of the
employment of the segmentation symbol and in average with
3.5 bits in case of predictive termination. Evidently, the first
coding pass is crucial (and its protection with 3.5 bits in av-
erage is clearly worse than its protection with constantly 4
bits). Both methods together offer the most reliable error
detection.

Apart from the insertion of start and end of packet header
markers and coding of the segmentation symbol, the other
compression parameters were set to JJ2000 default values,
which do not include a target bitrate (almost lossless com-
pression) and 32 quality layers.

1ftp://vqeg.its.bldrdoc.gov/HDTV/SVT MultiFormat/

6.1 Traditional Approach
The best possible reconstruction and therefore attack of

a traditionally transparently encrypted image is the trunca-
tion attack, which is identical to the fully concealed case.
In order to embed the appropriate low quality version, the
start of encryption has to be chosen according to the im-
age quality obtained by the truncation attack. In Figure 4
and Figure 5 the quality of the reconstructions is plotted
against the start of encryption (in percent of the file size)
for the JPEG2000 compressed Lena image with layer and
resolution progression. While actual numbers slightly vary
from source image to source image, the characteristics of the
plots and the differences between the reconstructions of the
different decoders are preserved. Specifically for the Lena
image and as a rule of thumb for the average case, a start
of encryption at 3% for layer progression is suitable for a
moderately low quality public version (see Figure 9(b)) and
a slightly higher start at 4% is appropriate for resolution
progression (see Figure 1(b)).

However, the image quality a possible customer can re-
trieve depends on the capabilities of her decoder.

6.1.1 Simple Decoder
There is an enormous gap in image quality between the

direct reconstruction of a simple decoder and the truncation
attack. Visual examples are shown for the Lena image and
resolution progression (start of encryption is at 4%) in Fig-
ure 5 and for layer progression in Figure 4. For a variable
start of encryption, the enormous gap between the image
qualities of the truncation attack and the direct reconstruc-
tion is illustrated in Figure 4 (layer progression) and Figure
5 (resolution progression). The plots for the averaged cases,
as shown in Figure 6 (layer progression) and Figure 7 (res-
olution progression) prove that the gap is wide in general.
Hence the traditional approach cannot meet the quality re-
quirement of transparent encryption for a simple decoder.

6.1.2 Concealing Decoder
A concealing decoder can take advantage of the embedded

error concealment information in order to deliver a better re-
construction of the embedded low quality version. The en-
crypted JPEG2000 file is still accessible by simple decoders,
but these do not profit from the embedded error concealment
information. For a concealing decoder we have evaluated the
case of fully concealed encryption (it is taken care of by the
content provider that all encrypted parts can be detected)
and the concealed encryption case for three different error
concealment strategies (seg, pterm and both). Thereby only
error concealment information is embedded and the random
erroneous generation of segmentation symbols is accepted.
Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the experimental results for
the Lena image and the test set. Concealed encryption with
the segmentation symbol or the predictive termination alone
is rather likely to produce distorted images (the error con-
cealment information, e.g., the segmentation symbol, is gen-
erated by accident), while the usage of both strategies im-
proves the average image quality considerably. Nevertheless
extremely low image qualities are still possible, which might
severely degrade the overall quality of video (JPEG2000 is
employed as intra frame codec by the Digital Cinema Ini-
tiative [1]). The fully concealed encryption is equal to the
truncation attack (the coefficients are reset on a coding pass
basis) and reliably delivers the desired image quality.
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Figure 4: The traditional approach for the Lena im-
age and layer progression

Fully concealed encryption can guarantee a certain image
quality at the customer side (especially beneficial for video
sequences), while the encrypted JPEG2000 file is still acces-
sible for simple decoders.

6.1.3 Informed Decoder
Basically the best image quality contained in the en-

crypted JPEG2000 file can be accessed (i.e., the same as
the truncation attack and the fully concealed encryption).
The drawback of this solution is that in general other
container formats have to be employed which may render
the encrypted file useless for only JPEG2000-compliant de-
coders. However, with JPSEC it is possible to combine fully
concealed encryption (or just concealed encryption) with
a still JPEG2000-format-compliant encrypted codestream;
only an additional marker segment (SEC) is present in the
JPEG2000 main header.

Visual examples for the traditional approach and resolu-
tion progression are given in Figure 8 for a start of encryp-
tion at 4% of the codestream.

For layer progression and a start of encryption at 3% of
the codestream Figures 9 and 10 give visual examples.

The drawbacks of the traditional approach are the higher
computational complexity due to the higher encryption
amount and consequently a higher complexity of the fully
concealed encryption (see Section 5), as most of the file
needs to be encrypted and simple decoders cannot supply
a sufficiently good image quality. Therefore the window en-
cryption approach is evaluated in Section 6.2.

6.2 Window Encryption Approach
For the window encryption approach the currently best

attack is identical to fully concealed encryption. Thereby
all encrypted coefficient data is concealed on a coding pass
basis. The window encryption approach can be implemented
with various parameters; however, the main goal is to iden-
tify parameter settings which reduce the encryption effort
and improve the applicability for the widest range of de-
coders.
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Figure 5: The traditional approach for the Lena im-
age and resolution progression
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Figure 6: The traditional approach for layer pro-
gression
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Figure 7: The traditional approach for resolution
progression



(a) Concealed encryption (PSNR
23.83 db, ESS 0.59)

(b) Fully concealed encryption
(PSNR 25.57 db, ESS 0.60)

Figure 8: The traditional approach starting at 4%
and resolution progression: concealed compared to
fully concealed encryption

(a) Direct reconstruction (PSNR
15.75 dB, ESS 0.33)

(b) Fully concealed encryption
(PSNR 28.42 dB, ESS 0.69)

Figure 9: The traditional approach starting at 3%
and layer progression: direct reconstruction com-
pared to embedded public version

(a) Concealed encryption (PSNR
25.33 dB, ESS 0.62

(b) Fully concealed encryption
(PSNR 28.42 dB, ESS 0.69

Figure 10: The traditional approach starting at 3%
and layer progression: concealed compared to fully
concealed encryption
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Figure 11: The window encryption approach with
1% encrypted and resolution progression
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Figure 12: The window encryption approach with
5% encrypted and resolution progression
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Figure 13: The window encryption approach with
10% encrypted and resolution progression
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Figure 14: The window encryption approach with
5% encrypted and resolution progression for the
Lena image

Thus we present evaluations of the window encryption ap-
proach for 1%, 5% and 10% encrypted at varying starts of
encryption (again given in percent of the absolute file size)
for both layer and resolution progression.

At first we will shortly discuss resolution progression for
the window encryption approach, which cannot provide im-
proved functionality (with respect to the distribution and
the decoder capabilities) compared to the traditional ap-
proach. If only 1% is encrypted, extreme peaks in image
quality for all graphs can be found (in the plot based on the
image set shown in Figure 11), while there is a significant
gap between the direct reconstruction and the actually best
quality version, which is obtained by the fully concealed en-
cryption. In a slightly reduced way the same characteristics
can be found for 5% encryption and resolution progression
(cf. Figure 12). The individual plot for the Lena image (see
Figure 14 explains this behavior: the peaks in image quality
are achieved whenever the encryption window is located at
the last quality layer contributions of a resolution. If even
more data is encrypted, the window encryption approach ap-
plied to resolution progressive JPEG2000 files behaves more
and more like the traditional approach, e.g., Figure 13 which
illustrates the results for the window encryption approach
with 10% encrypted strongly resembles Figure 7, which il-
lustrates the tradtional approach for resolution progression.
Summing up, the window encryption approach for resolu-
tion progression can reduce the encryption effort, but does
not offer additional functionality.

For the window encryption approach and layer progres-
sion, the results are presented for 1% encrypted (see Figure
15), 5% encrypted (see Figure 16) and 10% encrypted (see
Figure 17). The best results are obtained for the encryption
of only 1%: Firstly the encryption effort is severly reduced
and secondly the gap between a direct reconstruction and
the best reconstructible image quality (the fully concealed
encryption) is reduced. Visual examples of the direct re-
construction and the fully concealed encryption are given
in Figure 18. However, reducing the encryption effort this
dramatically may impose a security threat (in the sense of
[18], i.e., an attacker is capable of deriving a considerably
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Figure 15: The window encryption approach with
1% encrypted and layer progression
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Figure 16: The window encryption approach with
5% encrypted and layer progression
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Figure 17: The window encryption approach with
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(a) Direct reconstruction (PSNR
17.32 dB, ESS 0.30)

(b) Fully concealed encryption
(PSNR 28.24, ESS 0.64)

Figure 18: The window encryption approach with
layer progression (1% encrypted starting at 2%)

(a) Direct reconstruction (PSNR
16.70 dB, ESS 0.33)

(b) Fully concealed encryption
(PSNR 28.92 dB, ESS 0.69)

Figure 19: The window encryption approach with
layer progression (5% encrypted starting at 3%)

improved image quality from the partially encrypted im-
age). Figure 2 shows the reconstructed wavelet coefficients
after fully concealing the encrypted parts, i.e. setting the
coefficient values to the last untainted state. A consider-
able number of intermediate subband coefficients is affected
(regions with uniform gray color) by encrypting only 1% of
the layer progressive JPEG2000 Lena image. Possible at-
tacks either have to estimate the missing coefficient data
on the basis of preserved information (basically the shown
coefficients) or find an attack to retrieve the image informa-
tion of the successive coding passes, which depend on the
encrypted passes.

Increasing the encryption percentage leads to results that
resemble the traditional approach (see Figure 16 and Figure
17). Visual examples are given for the 5% encryption start-
ing at 3% in the file (cf. Figure 19), which are close to the
recommendation for the traditional approach. The effect on
the wavelet coefficients is shown in Figure 19, compared to
1% encrypted starting at 2% even more coefficient data is
affected.

6.2.1 Simple Decoder
Simple decoders can profit if only 1% is encrypted, since

the gap between a direct reconstruction and the embedded
public version is reduced. However, a weakening of the se-
curity has to be accepted. Encrypting a higher percentage,
the gap increases and the results get closer to that of the
traditional approach.

6.2.2 Concealing Decoder
For concealing decoders the reduction of encrypted data

reduces the possibility that noise is introduced by wrongly
considering encrypted data as valid. Additionally, the reduc-
tion of encrypted data is beneficial for the fully concealed
encryption case as less packet body data has to be consid-
ered for the computationally complex avoidance of correct
error concealment information for the encrypted parts (at
least the arithmetic decoding of the encrypted data has to
be performed in order to determine whether error conceal-
ment information, e.g., a segmentation symbol, is acciden-
tally generated). This issue is discussed in more detail in
Section 5.

Again the usage of both error concealment strategies is
beneficial and delivers a significantly higher image quality.

6.2.3 Informed Decoder
For the informed decoder the only direct benefit is the

reduced encryption effort.
However, with JPSEC the efficient integration of the win-

dow encryption approach with fully concealed encryption (or
concealed encryption) and only a small portion encrypted is
possible and recommended in order to efficiently meet the
requirements of transparent encryption for all decoder ca-
pabilities. Security is thereby traded-off for applicability, in
the sense of reduced encryption complexity and improved
distribution capability.

7. CONCLUSION
In this work we have proposed the window encryption ap-

proach for efficient transparent encryption with JPEG2000.
The application of JPEG2000 error concealment strate-
gies to facilitate the effective deployment of transparent
JPEG2000 encryption is proposed and experimentally ap-
proved. Our experiments and theoretical analysis approve
that the usage of both error concealment strategies is ben-
eficial for performance as well as applicability. Extensive
experiments that cover both the traditional and the window
encryption approach have been presented and discussed. On
the basis of our evaluations, we have found that for applica-
tions where security is not the main objective, the window
encryption approach with only a small portion encrypted,
e.g., with 1% encrypted starting at 2%, is recommendable.
The actual encryption percentage can be adjusted to the de-
sired level of security, but there is a trade-off of applicability
for security.
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